This diagram shows all the process of producing chocolate.
Chocolate made up of/ is made from ripe red pods from cacao tree which has been grown in S.America,
Africa and Indonesia. First of all, the pods which contains/contain white cocoa beans are harvested; then
they would/ are be in the state of fermenting/ation in a large boxes several days. Aafter that, they are
spread them in sun in order to fully dry them fully( completely).
Afterwards, they are put them in large sacks to make transportation easier more easily. Another/The
next stage is their/ the transportation of all the large sacks transported by train or lorry to the
Factory/factory. In the factory, they started roasting the bean beans begin to be roasted in an oven up
to the temperature of 350 degrees Celsius.
After being roasted, they crushed them to remove their/ are crushed so that outer shells are removed,
and after all these things the finall stage is processing bean’s inner part in order to producing/produce
liquid chocolate.

The number of words is less than 150 words so you will lose mark.
Use passive form in present simple tense.

Coherence and Cohesion: 5
Grammar Range and Accuracy: 5

Comment [M2]: To generalize use “s”.
Comment [M3]: Subject-verb agreement
Comment [M4]: Present simple is used when
describing, in passive form.
Comment [M5]: Noun form of verb is better
than “–ing” form.
Comment [M6]: Not mentioned in the diagram.
Comment [M7]: Punctuation
Comment [M8]: Passive form
Comment [M9]: Adverb comes before verb,
except for “to be” verbs.
Comment [M10]: Passive form
Comment [M11]: Make it easy; it is adjective
and the superlative form is “easier”.

Suggestions:



Comment [M1]: Chocolate is made up of
minerals, vitamins, etc.

Task Achievement: 5.5
Lexical Range: 5

Overall band score: 5
Overall band score for corrected version: 6
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Comment [M12]: Punctuation
Comment [M13]: Passive form must be used.
Comment [M14]: Passive form
Comment [M15]: For purpose we use “ so that”.
Comment [M16]: Passive form must be used.
Comment [M17]: Spelling mistake
Comment [M18]: After “in order to” the verb is
base form.

